DuPont Segment Commentary

Third Quarter Earnings
2013

This data should be read in conjunction with the Company’s third quarter
earnings news release dated October 22, 2013 and DuPont’s 3Q 2013 Earnings
Conference Call presentation materials posted on the Investor Center website at
www.dupont.com.

Agriculture
Pioneer, Crop Protection
3Q Sales *

3Q Comments

2.0

$ in Billions

 YTD sales +12%, operating earnings +8%
1.5

 3Q sales +15% on insecticide volume growth, higher seed
prices and a portfolio change reflecting the acquisition of a
controlling interest in Pannar, partially offset by currency

1.0

 Lower 3Q seasonal loss of ($62) million as sales growth and
an equity re-measurement gain of $26 million from the
acquisition of Pannar more than offset higher seed costs and
continued investment

0.5
0.0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

3Q Operating Earnings **
3Q11

3Q12

0

 Substantial increase in sales

0.0%
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-5.0%
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-7.5%
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-10.0%

* Segment sales include transfers.
** See schedule C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonGAAP measures.

Margin

$ in Millions

4Q Outlook

3Q13

 Continued strong performance in Latin America
 Earlier shipment of Brazil safrinha corn seed enabled
by recent investments in Brazil
 Early start to North America seed shipments
 Acquisition of Pannar
 Small 4Q profit for the first time from sales increases and
lower anticipated seed input costs in North America
 Expect full year operating margins to be about flat despite
higher seed input costs earlier in the year
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Agriculture
Our Agriculture segment continued its industry leading performance with year-todate sales growing 12 percent and operating earnings up 8 percent. In the third
quarter, sales of $1.6 billion grew 15 percent as growth in insecticide volume and
seed price were partially offset by currency, primarily the Brazilian Real. In
addition, we are now including Pannar Seed (Pty) Ltd. (Pannar) in our
consolidated results after acquiring a controlling interest during the third quarter.
Typical seasonal loss of $62 million was lower than last year as sales growth and
an equity re-measurement gain of $26 million from the acquisition of a controlling
interest in Pannar more than offset higher seed costs, reflecting finalization of the
northern hemisphere season, continued investment to drive future growth, and
negative currency.
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Reviewing the individual businesses, let’s start with Crop Protection. Sales for the
quarter of $726 million were up substantially at 21 percent. Volume growth in
Latin America was led by strong demand for Rynaxypyr® as growers anticipate the
continuation of heavy insect pressure. Expectations for higher soybean hectares
also drove demand for fungicides, particularly picoxystrobin.
Rynaxypyr® continues to perform well and we anticipate sales will exceed $900
million this year. Our crop protection and seed teams in Brazil have expanded
testing of our Dermacor® seed treatment for corn and soybeans, based on proven
Rynaxypyr® chemistry, and we remain on track for an expected late 2014 launch.
Late last year, we launched a sister compound Cyazypyr™, for which we continue
to receive excellent field performance reports from our customers as we pursue
new country registrations. Together, the portfolio of Rynaxypyr®, Cyazypyr™,
Dermacor® and Lumigen™ seed treatment are now on track to approach $1.5
billion in peak annual sales in the next few years. Our fungicide portfolio also
continues to show solid growth with the highly successful launch of our
picoxystrobin fungicide, Aproach™, in the US this year.
Moving to the seed business, third quarter sales grew to $907 million, up 10
percent. We had a solid start to the Latin America sales season despite the
negative impacts of currency and growers reducing corn hectares in favor of
soybeans. Pricing gains were led by the continued adoption of Intrasect®, dualmode of action insect protected hybrids, which will represent about a third of
Brazil corn volume this year. Likewise, recent investments in soybeans are paying
off as growers in Brazil are increasing demand for locally developed, high-yielding,
high-quality Pioneer brand soybeans. The acquisition of a controlling interest in
Pannar in Africa also contributed positively to sales.
The USDA did not issue an October crop report and will not issue final 2013
acreage until January 2014 so it is too early to be definitive on market share.
However, we are pleased with the competitive performance of the Pioneer
business growing sales 11 percent through the first three quarters on the strength
of price gains and higher corn volumes in North America.
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Finally, we are excited about what our customers are seeing during the harvest
which is occurring later this year due to the delayed, wet planting season and the
cooler than normal early summer. We will provide further details in the next few
weeks as harvest wraps up across North America.
Moving now to the fourth quarter Outlook for Agriculture, we expect a
substantial increase in sales on expectations of continued strong performance in
both seeds and crop protection in Latin America, earlier shipment of safrinha corn
seed enabled by recent investments in Brazil, an early start to North America seed
shipments and a portfolio benefit from Pannar. The fourth quarter has increased
in importance in Ag because our businesses have grown globally in China, India,
Brazil, Eastern Europe and Africa. In North America, direct shipments to key
growers are increasing and a portion of those shipments will shift forward to the
fourth quarter this year. As a result of sales increases in seeds, continued growth
in crop protection and lower anticipated seed input costs for 4th quarter North
America sales, we expect to achieve a small fourth quarter profit in Ag for the first
time. For the full year, we now expect operating margins will be about flat,
overcoming the impact of the higher seed input costs earlier in the year.
Looking forward to 2014, we are keeping a close eye on corn and soybean
markets and implications for the upcoming safrinha and Northern hemisphere
planting seasons. Several important events will play out between now and when
growers put seed in the ground next spring in North America. Specifically, we will
see the completion of the North America harvest, the harvest of the summer crop
in South America as well as safrinha corn planting in Brazil. As always, we remain
close to our customers and are committed to providing them with innovative
products and knowledge to help them meet the global demand for agricultural
products.
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Electronics & Communications

$ in Billions

3Q Sales *

3Q Comments

1.0

 Sales up modestly on significantly higher volume

0.8
0.6

 Price down moderately primarily due to lower
metals pass through

0.4

 Photovoltaics demand the key volume driver

0.2

 Operating earnings up $39 million or 67%
primarily due to higher volume

0.0
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3Q12

3Q13

24%
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16%
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12%
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4%
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0%

4Q Outlook
 Sales up modestly on higher demand in
photovoltaics and consumer electronics
Margin

$ in Millions

3Q Operating Earnings **
150

 Forecast PV installations up ~10% for full year
 Consumer electronics benefitting from
launches of new mobile devices
 Operating earnings up substantially on higher
volumes, primarily in photovoltaics

* Segment sales include transfers.
** See schedule C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonGAAP measures.
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Electronics & Communications
Sales of $638 million increased 5 percent driven by higher sales volumes. Prices
were down 9 percent, due primarily to lower metals pass through.
Volumes were up 14 percent led by higher sales of Solamet® paste and Tedlar®
PVF film into the photovoltaics (“PV”) market. Stronger underlying demand
versus a weak prior year and share gains were partially offset by lower material
usage.
Operating earnings of $97 million were up $39 million or 67 percent, due to
higher volumes as well as productivity gains.
For the fourth quarter, we anticipate sales will be up modestly and earnings up
substantially on continued demand for materials sold into photovoltaics, partially
offset by the impact of lower metals pricing. For full year 2013, we anticipate PV
installations will be up approximately 10 percent versus 2012.
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Industrial Biosciences

$ in Billions

3Q Sales *

3Q Comments

0.4

 Sales up 4% on higher volumes

0.3

 Strong demand for Sorona® polymer for carpeting
and apparel

0.2

 Operating earnings were up 13% as sales growth
and lower costs more than offset higher raw
material costs

0.1
0.0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

3Q Operating Earnings **

4Q Outlook
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Margin

$ in Millions

50

 Sales up moderately on strength of recent enzyme
launches, growing demand for Sorona® polymer
and a recovery in ethanol production
 Operating earnings up significantly from sales
growth and continued cost discipline improving
margins

0%

* Segment sales include transfers.
** See schedule C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonGAAP measures.
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Industrial Biosciences
Sales in our Industrial Biosciences segment were 4 percent higher at $305 million
on strong demand for Sorona® polymer for carpeting and apparel. Operating
earnings of $45 million were up 13 percent as sales growth and lower costs more
than offset higher raw material costs.
For the fourth quarter, we expect moderate sales growth on the strength of recent
enzyme launches for laundry and animal nutrition and growing demand for
Sorona® polymer for use in carpet. We also expect a recovery in ethanol
production due to the availability of new crop corn at low prices, low ethanol
inventories, and an improved outlook for exports from the U.S. Operating
earnings are expected to be up significantly as a result of sales growth and
continued cost discipline improving margins.
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Nutrition & Health
3Q Sales *

3Q Comments

1.0

 Sales 1% lower

$ in Billions

0.8

 Operating earnings up 5% as productivity overcame the
impact of higher cost guar inventory and negative
currency

0.6
0.4

 Operating margins improved 2 percentage points
sequentially

0.2
0.0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

3Q Operating Earnings **
120

4Q Outlook

12%

100

 Market conditions are expected to be unchanged

60

6%

40
3%
20
0

0%
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

Margin

$ in Millions

9%
80

 Sales up slightly from continuing strong demand for
probiotics, cultures and specialty proteins offset by the
impact of prior year manufacturing site closures and
negative currency
 Operating earnings up substantially as productivity
actions drive improved margins

* Segment sales include transfers.
** See schedule C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonGAAP measures.
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Nutrition and Health
Nutrition and Health sales of $868 million were 1 percent lower. Operating
earnings of $81 million were 5 percent higher as the benefits of productivity
overcame the impact of higher cost guar inventory and negative currency. On a
sequential basis, operating margins improved 2 points.
As we look to the fourth quarter, market conditions are expected to be largely
unchanged. We anticipate sales to be up slightly from continuing strong demand
for our probiotics, cultures, specialty proteins, and pricing gains, partially offset by
the impact of prior year manufacturing site closures and negative currency.
Operating earnings are expected to be up substantially as productivity actions
drive improved margins.
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Performance Chemicals
Titanium Technologies (DTT), Chemicals & Fluoroproducts (DC&F)
3Q Sales *

3Q Comments
 Sales revenue essentially flat on higher Ti02 and
fluoropolymer volumes offset by lower prices

$ in Billions

2.0

 Ti02 volume up 25%, double digit volume gains in all
regions

1.5

1.0

 Three consecutive quarters of sequential and YoY volume
growth in Ti02

0.5

 Operating earnings down 38% primarily on lower prices
and higher raw material costs, partially offset by higher
volumes

0.0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

4Q Outlook

36%

600

30%

 Sales up slightly on higher Ti02 and fluoropolymer demand

24%

 Anticipate Ti02 industry fundamentals continue to improve

18%

 Volumes in chemicals and fluoroproducts expected to
increase

500
400
300

12%

200

6%

100
0

Margin

$ in Millions

3Q Operating Earnings **
700

 Operating earnings down modestly, higher raw material
costs partially offset by higher volumes

0%
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

* Segment sales include transfers.
** See schedule C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonGAAP measures.
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Performance Chemicals
Segment sales of approximately $1.72 billion were essentially flat as increased
Ti02 and fluoroproduct volumes were offset by lower prices. Starting with Ti02,
volumes increased 25 percent on a year over year basis and 1 percent
sequentially, marking three consecutive quarters of year over year and sequential
volume growth. All regions delivered double digit volume improvements, with
particular strength in EMEA and Asia. We view customer inventory levels as
normal and published reports indicate producer inventory levels remain
essentially unchanged from the second quarter while capacity utilization
increased slightly.
In Chemicals and Fluoroproducts, volume gains in
fluoropolymers and fluorochemicals were offset by declining prices.
Although third quarter segment operating earnings declined 38 percent, this
marked a substantial improvement versus the second quarter when segment
earnings declined 56 percent.
In the fourth quarter, we anticipate continued improvement in year over year
volumes and improving industry fundamentals. Segment earnings are forecasted
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to be down modestly as higher raw material costs and lower prices are partially
offset by higher volumes.

Performance Materials
Performance Polymers (DPP), Packaging & Industrial Polymers (P&IP)
3Q Comments

3Q Sales *

 Sales up 3% with higher volumes partially offset by
slightly lower prices

2.0
$ in Billions

1.6

 Automotive, electronics, and packaging markets
demand improving; Europe recovering

1.2

 3rd quarter operating earnings include a $30 million
benefit from a joint venture

0.8
0.4

 Operating earnings of $374 million increased 13%,
primarily due to higher volumes and the benefit
associated with the joint venture

0.0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

3Q Operating Earnings **
375

25%

300

20%

225

15%

150

10%

75

5%

 Automotive builds up modestly led by growth in
North America and China

0%

 Operating earnings up moderately on higher volumes

0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

Margin

$ in Millions

4Q Outlook
 Sales essentially flat as higher volumes are offset by
lower selling prices
 Architectural, packaging and electronics markets
forecasting volume increases

* Segment sales include transfers.
** See schedule C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonGAAP measures.
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Performance Materials
Sales of $1.66 billion were up 3 percent with segment volumes increasing 6
percent, partially offset by slightly lower prices. Stronger sales in automotive,
electronics, and packaging markets coupled with improving results in Europe
fueled the sales growth. In China, volumes sold into automotive were up
substantially due to our continued investment in strong application development
and local R&D support.
Third quarter operating earnings of $374 million increased $43 million, including a
$30 million benefit from a joint venture. This benefit, combined with lower
feedstock costs and higher volumes, increased operating earnings for the quarter
by 13 percent.
For the 4th quarter, we anticipate sales will be essentially flat and operating
earnings will increase moderately on higher volumes.
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Safety & Protection
Protection Technologies (DPT), Building Innovations (BI), Sustainable Solutions (DSS)
3Q Sales *

3Q Comments

1.2

 Sales up 5% on higher volumes

$ in Billions

1.0

 Higher volume primarily reflects increased demand
for U.S. ballistics military protection, garments and
construction products

0.8
0.6
0.4

 Operating earnings up 16% due to higher volume
and productivity gains, slightly offset by a weaker
sales mix

0.2
0.0
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

25%
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0

4Q Outlook

Margin

$ in Millions

3Q Operating Earnings **
250

 Sales up modestly reflecting expected continued
improvement in industrial markets. Global public
sector remains very soft
 Earnings up substantially, reflecting improving
demand and productivity gains

0%
3Q11

3Q12

3Q13

* Segment sales include transfers.
*** Segment
sales include
See schedule
C in thetransfers.
earnings news release for reconciliation of
** See
schedule
C in the earnings news release for reconciliation of nonnon-GAAP
measures.
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GAAP measures.

Safety & Protection
Sales were up 5 percent on higher volumes. The higher volumes primarily reflect
increased demand in US ballistics military protection, improvements in certain
industrial segments, garments and construction, offsetting very soft other global
public sector markets. Sales to customers in the Asia Pacific region were
particularly strong for the segment, replacing lagging demand in other public sector
markets. Operating earnings increased 16 percent primarily due to higher volume
and productivity gains, slightly offset by weaker sales mix.
For the fourth quarter, we expect sales to be up modestly year over year, while
earnings are expected to be up substantially. These results reflect continued
strong demand and productivity gains. Additionally, operating earnings and
margin improvements will continue, due to improving demand in industrial and
construction markets, with ongoing productivity actions despite a slightly weaker
mix.
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Use of Non-GAAP Measures
This Commentary includes information that does not conform to generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP). Management believes that analysis of this data is meaningful to investors because
they provide insight with respect to ongoing operating results of the company. Such measurements are
not recognized in accordance with GAAP and should not be viewed as an alternative to GAAP measures
of performance. Furthermore, these measures may not be consistent with similar measures provided by
other companies. Reconciliations of non-GAAP measures to GAAP are provided in schedules A, C and D
to the Company’s third quarter 2013 Earnings News Release, available on the Investor Center website
at http://www.dupont.com.
Forward-Looking Statements: This segment commentary contains forward-looking statements or
provides forward-looking information. All statements that address expectations or projections about the
future are forward-looking statements. Some of these statements include words such as “plans,”
“expects,” “will,” “anticipates,” "believes," “intends,” and “estimates.” Although they reflect our current
expectations, these statements are not guarantees of future performance, but involve a number of risks,
uncertainties, and assumptions. Some of which include: fluctuations in energy and raw material prices;
failure to develop and market new products and optimally manage product life cycles; global economic
and capital markets conditions; litigation and environmental matters; changes in laws and regulations or
political conditions; business or supply disruptions; ability to protect and enforce the company’s
intellectual property rights; and successful integration of acquired business and separation of
underperforming or non-strategic assets. The company does not undertake to update any forwardlooking statements as a result of future developments or new information.
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